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Archwilio
CLICK HERE TO ACCESS ARCHWILIO

An Introduction and Step-by-Step User Guide
Browse thousands of historic sites across Wales from
the comfort of your own home
Online public access to the Historic Environment Records
(HERs) for each local authority area in Wales
Archwilio is available to everyone. It includes (or provides access to)
information on tens of thousands of historic sites or investigative
work across Wales. The HERs are maintained on behalf of the Welsh
Government by the four regional Welsh Archaeological Trusts and in
fulfilment of the requirements of the Historic Environment (Wales)
Act 2016. The HER for north-west Wales is maintained by Gwynedd
Archaeological Trust.
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How to use Archwilio
1. When you have agreed to the terms and conditions, you will need to click on the
area of the map you are interested in. This page allows you to search specific unitary
authority areas. You can toggle between Welsh and English on each search page.

Tick conditions of use box
Then click on map
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2. On the next page you can use the search filter boxes to select the unitary authority area, community council area, the period of the site, or to enter a
specific search term. You can add a term to any box, or to all of them at the same time! If you already know the unique PRN (Primary Reference Number) for
a particular site, this can be entered into the “search term” box, and your search will pull out all results which include this number somewhere within a
record.

3. Hit search. The red spots shown on the map relate to site records on the HER, the green squares show where an archaeological activity has taken
place. In the search example above (circled) we were searching for the term “slate quarry”, in the specific area covering Bethesda. The results show
all the records that include all the terms “slate” and “quarry” within this area

If you would like to search on a specific area of the map, zoom to that area on the map and tick the "Search only in the map view" option. You can
use this on its own or add search filters too. If you would like to search across all the unitary authorities in the Trust's area, you can use the "Unitary"
drop-down list to select "Gwynedd Archaeological Trust".
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Hit “search”. The red spots shown on the map relate to site records on the HER, the
green squares show where an archaeological activity has taken place. In the search
example above we were searching for the term “slate quarry”, in the specific area
covering Bethesda. The results show all the records that include all the terms “slate”
and “quarry” within this area. Each of these layers (highlighted in the red box) can
be switched on and off within the map to provide other information, for example
the Battlefield and Placenames layers will take you through to the datasets
maintained by the RCAHMW. Layers can be chosen when the text is shown in black.
If they are blue you will need to zoom in.

3. When you click on any point on the map a small window (dialogue box) will open
to allow you to select a record. You can also select HER records from the list.
When you click on a record a new window will open showing detailed information,
including a description and list of sources. Where a PDF icon appears next to a
source you will be able to access a report linked to that record.
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Further Information
To access Archwilio CLICK HERE
For further information on Archwilio and the HER CLICK HERE
To contact HER staff at Gwynedd Archaeological Trust:
Email: her@heneb.co.uk
Tel: 01248 366963

Craig Beuno, Ffordd y Garth, Bangor Gwynedd LL57 2RT
Ffon/Tel: 01248 370925
Ebost/Email: gat@heneb.co.uk
www.henb.co.uk

